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PRESIDENT’S NOTES

360 is an edgy fashion, lifestyle and culture magazine. We will introduce cutting-edge
brands, entities and trends to tastemakers within their respective communities. Our founding
members have over 30 years of collective experience both as notable talent and uber
professionals within the realm of fashion, music, art, design and entertainment. We are
more than just a magazine comprised of journalists, representing a movement of social
awareness and change.

We are a LGBTQIA friendly publication. The magazine is contemporary in look and appeal.
Quality art content is the constant goal. The magazine will be entertaining, newsworthy
and thought-provoking. It will appeal to a broad entertainment readership. No magazine
like it is available today, constantly showcasing racial and sexual ambiguous talent 
and artists.

President/Editorial Director / Vaughn Lowery
Trademark Attorney / Linda Joy Kattwinkel, Esq.
Global Business Manager / Rodney Ramlochan
Art Director / Edwin De León
Culture Editor / Tom Wilmer
Lifestyle Editor / Patrick T. Cooper
Creative Director / Tommy P
Auto Editor / Shin Takei
Auto Contributors / Anthony Sovinsky, Benjamin Reese
Fashion Director / Marc Littlejohn
Fashion Editor / Apuje Kalu
Fashion Contributors / Jamison Harris, Jonta Harris
Wine & Spirits Editor / Ilona Thompson
Special Assignments / Ana De Cozar, Krishan Narsinghani, Frank Pena,
Tiandra Black, Cameron Michael Parkes, Kelsey Welsh and Amardeep Singh
Contributing Photographers / Jones Crow, Owen Duckett, Elton Anderson
Digital/Marketing Coordinators / Anuli Okeke, Fidely Felisse, Alexandra Quintero, Charnese
Ballard, Diana Macaraeg, Shamiek Artis, Betsy Mendoza, Tiffani Gipson, Victor Harrington,
Kasia Widera, Hannah Audrey Lowe
Layout Graphic Designer/ Apple Perez
Cover Photographer / Catherine Asanov
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BIG ROME, a lyrical monster and 
award-winning poet, is on the rise. His testimony is inspiring; originally 
from Southern Missouri, this artist spent some time in a correctional 
facility, like many in his category. The time he spent there inspired him 
to change his ways and make a difference. Upon his release, he and a 
mentor decided to initiate a club for young people, encouraging them 
to love themselves and strive for success. As a songwriter, his content 
is undeniable. Strong wordplay and effortless delivery easily puts him 
into a category with some of the industry’s greats. Very reminiscent of 
some of today’s most notable talents, such as Gucci Mane and Rick 
Ross. His overall production and music instrumentation dishes up a 
tangible symphony of street gumbo. Authentic yet sophisticated, this 
griot has positioned himself in the forefront of what’s to come. After all, 
having a thumping beat and hook isn’t enough; right now, it’s entirely 
about the message during this tumultuous time in America. Don’t take 
our word for it ... check out, “Now or Never” and decide for yourself.  

https://m.soundcloud.com/big-rome

The Broken Hearts Club is the most recent 
collection from the up and coming LA brand, 
MCII CLOTHING. Despite the project being in its 
early stages, this collection takes on a 
completely different approach from how we 
interpret heartbreak, especially through fashion!

This past June, MCII CLOTHING released its first 
short film for the collection that, both creatively 
and conceptually, captures  moments which 
resonate and reflect towards what it means to 

be heartbroken. From a very youthful and campy 
perspective, MCII CLOTHING turns the theme of 
heartbreak into something that is 
unexplainably appealing!

Visit their site to check out The Broken 
Hearts Club short film and to shop for the 
latest designs from this collection. The 
founder, Michael Carr II, has plans to release 
new products for the collectionby the end 
of the summer! 
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DaniLeighW
hen the end of Summer hits, the desire 
to rewind time kicks in, reliving every 
magical moment from the season’s past. 
It’s a vibe that newcomer DaniLeigh has 
managed to encapsulate in her debut EP 
Summer With Friends, coming soon. The 

22-year-old singing and dancing phenomenon cut her 
teeth in the business when she directed a music video for 
her late mentor, Prince. She enhanced her buzz with back-
to-back jams “Play” (featuring Kap G) and “Lurkin’,” and 
is here to continue her mission of making music that both 
sounds and feels good.

The South Florida native had music in her blood, singing 
from a young age. As an early teen, DaniLeigh 
recorded YouTube covers of songs like Musiq Soulchild’s 
“So Beautiful,” though she wasn’t quite ready for the big 
time. “I was really shy,” she admits, “and I didn’t realize the 
unique sound of my voice until later on.” It wasn’t until a 
few years later when she moved to Los Angeles at 16 that 
DaniLeigh began harnessing her craft. In LA she found her 
footing in the music industry, starting with dancing. “I was 
dancing in music videos, commercials, you name it,” she 
recalls. “From there, I met a lot of producers onset and just 
networked.” Singing became the secret weapon, as 
DaniLeigh would reveal her chops and be invited to 
studios for recording sessions. However, a life-changing 
encounter with the legendary Prince would be the real 
catalyst.

After learning of DaniLeigh’s talents as a dancer (through 
a one-minute video clip), the Purple One reached out 
to have her direct his video for “Breakfast Can Wait” at 
just 18 years old. The video hit worldwide, appearing on 
networks like MTV, BET, and REVOLT. Prince ultimately took 
DaniLeigh under his wing, mentoring her budding singing 
career. His untimely death in 2016 left a void in DaniLeigh’s 
life, though his presence is still felt as DaniLeigh’s star is only 
getting brighter.

“Play” truly kicked things off. The high-energy single is 
described by DaniLeigh as an empowering anthem for 
women. “It’s a bold statement,” she says of the cut, which 
carries a message of “making a play” in all areas of life. 
“I’m a very positive person and this song I feel can help 
motivate people to put in that work,” she says. Bringing 
Kap G (who is of Mexican descent) into the fold as a 
feature was her way of uniting more Latinos in music, as 
DaniLeigh’s Dominican heritage is evident in both her style 
and sound. The single “Lurkin’” immediately followed, as 
a slick nod to social those stalkers who don’t congratulate 
moves, yet look on from the social media sidelines. The 
song even made its way to the HBO hit series Insecure. The 
stage is now set for DaniLeigh to show the diverse angles 
of her talent on a grander scale. 

Aptly titled Summer With Friends, the upcoming EP sums up 
DaniLeigh’s past few months, which she lightheartedly de-
scribes as “just having fun and working.” The relatable na-
ture of the project brings forth the aforementioned singles, 
along with feel good songs that channel the young artist’s 
inspirations including Aaliyah, Missy Elliott, and Drake while 
showing her ability to fuse hip-hop and R&B with poppier 
electronic-driven vibes. Songs like “Questions” playfully 
target those relationship interrogation sessions (Where 
were you? Who were you with?), while “Ex” is a 
self-explanatory track about the now-single artist’s 
previous romance. “He got one song,” she jokes. Other 
cuts like the infectious “On” and “All I Know” show 
DaniLeigh’s versatility within the pop-urban landscape, 
while “All Day” highlights her Dominican roots. “That’s a 
bachata beat underneath [the production],” she proudly 
points out. “The time right now is in alignment, showing 
that things are going the right way.” As DaniLeigh unveils 
her debut Summer With Friends and the projects that 
follow, she maintains her goal of positive music, though 
has one wish involving one important angel by her side. “I 
always say I wish Prince was here to see all of this 
happening with me right now,” she says. “It’s okay though. 
I know he’s watching.”

http://instagram.com/iamdanileigh
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Orange County natives, The Shakes, release the new music video for the track “With Every 
Moment,” the track which their debut EP gets its namesake. The music video was directed by 

Benny Gigliardi, known for his works with Olympic athlete Sean White, and groundbreaking 
videos for other rising OC bands including Super Whatever and Hearts and Lions. 

The video comes right on the heels of the young groups highly anticipated debut EP release. 
Upon its release, not only were loyal cult followers thrilled, but also a new segment of listen-

ers across the country. Partly due to key, infectious tracks such as “Scumptious” immediately 
pulling over 200,000 plays through streaming platforms. With support from larger artists within 

the music scene, such as Francois Comtois of Young The Giant. Whom featured on their debut 
single “Somebody” last July. THE SHAKES, don’t look to be slowing down anytime soon. Already 

in the works on their next single, coming this fall. 

If you love the music video, make sure to keep up with them via Instagram: @theshakesmusic 
for some exclusive content behind their new music video and future releases coming up 

via IGTV.

https://youtu.be/98i_tMV-G_I

https://www.instagram.com/theshakesmusic/

Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98i_tMV-G_I&authuser=0 th
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Reggae-Dancehall Artiste 
Alexx A-Game Gains 
International Attention

It’s game on for burgeoning Jamaican 
music talent Alex Gallimore.  More 
popularly known by his industry 
moniker Alexx A-Game, the  gifted 
reggae-dancehall artist  is primed to 
make big moves given  insider buzz from 
BBC1 Extra and Mixmag and his work 
alongside Chronixx, The Rock’s biggest, 
most influential reggae export of the 
moment. Hailing from Discovery Bay in 
the island’s garden parish, Alexx A-Game 
earned well-received notices as an invit-
ed performer on the line-up of Chronixx’s 
Capture Land tour two years earlier, and 
is generating international media atten-
tion for his fresh approach on his recently 
released 10-track mixtape  REAL‘n 
TRUE Vol. 1.

Gallimore’s first brush with professional 
performance on the world stage came 
in 2012 as the lead singer of Di Blueprint 
band, which fortuitously copped the top 
prize at the Global Battle of the Bands 
competition, leading to booked 
appearances on music festivals in 
Jamaica, Suriname, the United States 
and Europe. The band parted ways two 
years later, but Alexx soldiered on to 
pursue a solo career. 

In 2014, he released his first official 
single, the self-titled motivational anthem 
“A-Game Everyday”, produced by close 
friend and former bandmate Vern Hill. On 
the heels of a second single The Hit, he 
would release his first mixtape titled A-
Game Everyday. 

As he steadily works his way to 
mainstream prominence, the visual 
and artistically compelling artiste is 
building a REAL’nTRUE movement and 
most recently distinguished with a gushing 
profile in the German reggae/dancehall 
magazine Riddim

soundcloud.com/alexxagame/alexx-a-
game-xtory-lanez-double
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“I specialize in custom.
  
  My designs are carved 
  into the wood to create 
  texture and grip, 
  eliminating the need
  for griptape and  for griptape and
  allowing you to ride on
  your art.

  I want to make your next
  prized possession.”

  - Bear Walker, 
      Founder and CEO

bearwalker.com
@bearwalkerofficial

Photograph by Steve West, Silver Piston Photography

__
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A 
blonde bombshell 
with a powerhouse 
voice, Hannah Cutt, 
aka Cutt is the per-
fect hybrid of 
Britney Spears and 

Amy Winehouse. Her debut 
EP Nightmares, produced by 
Grammy Award winner Scott 
Storch and Angel Lopez is dark, 
lyrically strong, and shockingly raw 
but always maintains the catchy 
pocket necessary for a strong 
pop record. 

The debut single off the EP is 
“Messy”. Sexy, aggressive, and 
unexpected, the husky voiced 
singer says Messy is a song about 
“…sexual frustration but also 
frustration in general. I wrote it 
when I first tried to get sober and 
no longer had alcohol to get out 
of my own head. Something I still 
struggle with. Messy is a fantasy 
song about escape” 

Cutt celebrated two years of 
sobriety this July and describes her 
decision to get sober as the 
foundation of her development as 
an artist. “Nightmares is inextricably 
a byproduct of my sobriety. You 
avoid a lot of demons when you’re 
constantly trying to control 
something like an addiction. When 
you take it away you are left with 
yourself. This EP is the beginning of 
that process- facing the fears you 
didn’t know you had, head on” 

https://www.instagram.com/cuttmusic_

HANNAH
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enhanced with a Seat in Control concept which places all instru-
ments and switches within the direct view and reach of the driver 
with up to an 8” LCD display as well as an optional 
Heads-Up display. An additional Multi-Media display sits high in the 
line of sight with up to a 12.3” Navigation Electro Multi Vision (EMV) 
screen. All of this is accessible through an updated Remote Touch 
Interface (RTI). Headroom was increased despite the lower roofline 
because of a lower hip point and headliner positioning. A more 
natural steering wheel angle as well as revised pedal position and 
the 10-way power adjustable seats contribute to a comfortable 
driving environment. There are three interior color schemes, four 
types of trim and three different material choices for the seats. The 
F-Sport gets an additional Circuit Red seats and door panels. There 
are three wood trims and for the F Sport an aluminum trim inspired 
by the Japanese sword called Hadori Aluminum is included.

Being connected is now a breeze with the ES with Apple CarPlay© 
and Amazon Alexa©. While the standard audio is a 10-speaker 
Pioneer system, the optional Mark Levinson with 17 speakers and 
1,800 watts of power is available for the audiophile. Onboard Wi-Fi 
by Verizon is standard and the Lexus Enform Safety Connect is free 
for a year and Lexus Enform Service Connect reminds you of main-
tenance schedules. Other features include Lexus Enform Remote 
that connects your phone with your ES to perform certain func-
tions, Lexus Safety System 2.0 with daytime bicyclist 
detection, Pre-Collision System (PCS), Lane Departure Assist (LDA), 
Lane Tracing Assist (LTA), All Speed Range Dynamic Radar Cruise 
Control (DRCC) and Road Sign Assist (RSA) in case you missed it.

So how does it drive? The ES 350 is a pretty nice package of 
comfort and performance which brings the car to previously 
uncharted territory and finally cuts the grade with its rivals. The F 
Sport brings excitement by being a worthy contender with added 
emotional content. Because of the engineering, one might forget 
that the ES is still a front drive configuration until it is driven to the 
limit and even if so, it retains its composure. Most drivers will never 
get there but it is reassuring to know that if you ever do, the ES will 
be quite stable. The steering has enough feel and stability and 
directs the car exactly where you want it to go in spirited driving. Its 
refreshing to think you can drive an ES hard and actually enjoy it.

The result of Chief Designer Yasuo Kajino and Chief Engineer 
Yasuhiro Sakakibara’s creation is remarkable. They set out to move 
on from the past image often associated with the ES which were 
good but boring or unexciting. The 2019 Lexus ES 350 is a car to look 
forward to especially if you are looking into buying or leasing a car 
in this crowded segment. You will be looking forward to driving this 
car for fun and not just a car to transport yourself to and from your 
destination.

For more information visit: www.lexus.com

2019 Lexus ES 350
Longer, Lower, Wider
By: Shin Takei, Automotive Editor at Large

Following the debut of the RC and LS models, the all new 
2019 Lexus ES series features their Global Architecture-
K (GA-K} platform and is longer, lower and wider than 
previous ES model. Realistically it looks much better than 
its predecessor and despite its lower roof, there’s more 
room inside. There are three models offered at this time, 

the ES 350, ES 350H and for the first time the ES 350 F-Sport. The sig-
nature spindle grill is a vertical pattern in the ES 350 and 350H while 
for the F-Sport it’s similar to the new LS with a wider meshed “L” pat-
tern. The overall look is a smooth, fluid faster looking shape. Three 
wheel choices are available; standard 17”, 18” and the 19” for the 
F-Sport. Powered by a 3.5-liter V-6 (2GR-FKS) engine that 
develops 302 horsepower @ 6,600 rpm and 267 lb-ft of torque @ 
4,700 rpm the ES still returns 22mpg city, 33 mpg highway and 26 
mpg combined. Each ES is built by a team lead by Master 
Craftsmen who go through rigorous technical training back in 
Japan. This includes strict discipline such as to feel by touch 
tolerances in panel gaps and surface irregularities.

The GA-K chassis is an extremely rigid chassis with structural 
adhesives and laser-weld screws as well as reinforcements for the 
front strut towers to improve front end stiffness. Sound deadening 
insulation covers 93% of the floor plan and performance 
dampeners reduce vibration on all Ultra Luxury and F-Sport models. 
Furthermore, the wheels are designed to direct road noise into the 
tire chamber to help quiet the ride. Dynamic Control shocks were 
designed to smooth out the ride and reduce roll. In the F-Sport 
Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS) is offered with 650 levels of 
adjustment to deliver optimal ride and precise control. Instead of 
the steering column mounted power steering assist, a rack-assist 
Electric Power Steering (EPS) has been incorporated to provide 
precise feedback.

The ES is equipped with a Drive Mode Select system that allows 
the driver to choose from Eco, Normal and Sports node for the AVS 
cars and those with AVS gets Sports S, Sports S+ and Custom where 
there are three engine and transmission programs and two steering 
and suspension programs. Fun stuff like quicker throttle response, 
faster shifting and steering parameters are enhanced. The Eco 
Mode is for those more environmentally concerned and the ES 
350h has an all new Hybrid drivetrain that gets up to 44 combined 
mpg. We will report on this car when we have time to test it later. 
For the ES the already driver-centric cockpit has been further 
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W
engie is a sensation on You-
Tube with over 12 million sub-
scribers. Her videos possess 
over 1 billion cumulative views 
and she has 1.6 million follow-
ers on her Instagram. Wengie 

was born in Guangzhou, China and grew up in 
Sydney Australia. She built a brand so unique 
through social media platforms and got her start 
on YouTube five years ago.

Wengie’s YouTube videos offer a wide range of 
content for her fans filled with quirkiness,
lifestyle regimens, hair tutorials, pranks, craft 
ideas, life hacks, skin care tutorials, and fashion
videos. Because of her vast variety and ability to 
capture her target audience her following is
strong because there is something for everyone 
in her audience! YouTube along with other 
social media platforms have allowed her to 
share her creations with the rest of the world. 
She posts videos on a regular basis and has 
seamlessly built an online community of fans. 
Stated Wengie: “Most of the time I read more 
comments from fans than texts from my 
close friends.”

“It’s a strange feeling to grasp hold of, but I do 
actually think of them like a family. They’ve been
there and supported me through so much that 
often I have an urge to tell them things I haven’t
even told my close friends! They are also so 

Wengie
Photographer: Catherine Asanov
Makeup: Ariana Blean
Hair: Mitchell Cantrell
Stylist: Miquelle West
Story: Dylan H. Worcel
Publisher: Vaughn Lowery 
Special Thanks: partyandsushi.com
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Shoes: Louis Vuitton
Bikini Top: Helmut Lang
Leather Harness : RITUAL
Pants: Opening Ceremony
Bracelets: Chanel
Choker: Dsquared2
Necklace: Majestueux LA
Rings: Majestueux LA
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Shoes: Badgley Mischka (Silver)
Bodysuit: Tails
Skirt: Ott Dubai
Blazer: Ott Dubai
Belt: Dsquared2 
Bracelets: Louis Vuitton
Rings: Majestueux LA



willing to help me when I get stuck for inspira-
tion or need suggestions for my content - I 
wouldn’t be where I am today without their 
supportive and constructive feedback!”

Nothing can stop her and she is beginning to 
explore her other talents in the entertainment
industry. Wengie is going back to her roots with 
the release of her latest single, “Cake.” Wengie
gave her fans and music lovers a slice of pop 
heaven with this track. The music video for the
song premiered on her YouTube Channel and 
already has millions of views!

Stated Wengie: “I’ve always loved how music 
has been able to make you feel a certain way 
and music has gotten me through huge events 
in my life like breakups and happy moments 
like summers with friends. I want to be able to 
give that gift to my listeners.”

“A big trend in pop music currently is making 
listeners feel good and ultimately make them
dance. Dance music has been so prominent in 
popular culture for the last six years because of
those two reasons. Right now, I want to make 
fun music that lifts your mood! So, something 
that makes you want to hum and dance! If I 
had to put it in a genre it would be pop,” said 
Wengie.
 
Now that Wengie is about to enter the realm 
of pop music, her dream collaborations musi-
cally would be with Australian record producer 
and DJ, Flume and British electronic music 
band, Clean Bandit. Flume has released two 
studio albums and has remixed songs for artists 
such as Lorde, Sam Smith, Arcade Fire, 
Hermitude, and Disclosure. Clean Bandit 
recently collaborated with Demi Lovato on 
the hit song, “Solo.”

“I love Flume’s work!! He is also a fellow Aussie! 
I also am obsessed with Clean Bandit’s style,”
said Wengie.

Fashion has also played a key role in her 
career on social media. She likes to inform her 
fans about affordable clothing and other 
accessories that she loves and uses in her 
everyday life. She might have a slight obses-

sion with denim. She likes to look at what’s 
trending in fashion at that very moment in time 
and adding her own twist.

“I love to be comfortable, so I lean towards 
more casual and sporty aesthetic! I feel like 
I tend to mix anything with denim!! I just love 
denim - dressing it up and down! I also like to 
play with jackets and platform boots! I also 
love changing things up and trying new things! 
Right now, I’m loving platform boots with a 
fluffy faux jacket! So comfortable and glam,” 
said Wengie.

Wengie is an influencer herself on YouTube but 
is also a huge fan of fellow YouTuber, Liza
Koshy who is an American actress, YouTube 
comedian, and television host. Wengie had 
the privilege of meeting Koshy.

“I love Liza Koshy!! She’s so adorable and 
when I met her she’s so sweet and kind in real 
life as well,” said Wengie.

Often, influencers on YouTube will collaborate 
or make appearances on one another’s 
videos. Recently, Wengie filmed a collabo-
ration with Joey Graceffa and they hit it off 
immediately. She also likes to hang out with 
Collin Keys who is another famous influencer 
on YouTube.

“I had such a great time filming a collabora-
tion with him (Graceffa)! Because we are in 
different countries and busy, I try and either 
text him or DM him on Instagram! If I need 
advice on anything YouTube related he is one 
of the people I’d reach out to,” said Wengie. 

The Create Your Summer Tour featured 
Wengie, Karina Garcia and Natalies Outlet. It 
kicked off on July 10th in San Diego, CA and 
ended on August 5th in Santa Ana, CA. This 
was Wengie’s opportunity to meet her fans 
and see their faces in person. She was excited 
to meet her online family and give them hugs.

“It was so beautiful seeing their faces and I 
always get surprised how far they travel and 
how much love they have! I’m grateful every 
day to have them in my life,” said Wengie.
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Shoes: Badgley Mischka (Silver)
Bodysuit: Tails
Skirt: Ott Dubai
Blazer: Ott Dubai
Belt: Dsquared2 
Bracelets: Louis Vuitton
Rings: Majestueux LA
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Shoes: Louis Vuitton
Bikini Top: Helmut Lang
Leather Harness : RITUAL
Pants: Opening Ceremony
Bracelets: Chanel
Choker: Dsquared2
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Shoes: Steve Madden
Top/Pants: Aya by DK
Jacket: Ott Dubai
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Over the years, Wengie has been doing what 
she loves and has been a creative force on 
social media to be reckoned with. She has 
been putting herself out there and has given 
so much to her fans. Wengie wants to continue 
this journey and focus on the present but is 
excited to see what the future holds. For 
anyone who wants to start their own YouTube 
Channel, she believes that one must do it for 
the right reasons and that will make their 
journey so much fun.

“It’s because, in the beginning, it is so tough! 
It’s like working for a demanding boss for free
without knowing if you’ll ever get a promotion, 
and you’re not getting paid either! I wanted to
start my channel not to grow fans or follows 
but mainly to share what I learned. And even 
if one person watched it and thanked me that 
was good enough for me! I would say make 
content consistently but not only that, aim to 
grow and improve it every time you make a 
new video. I used to challenge myself to use 
a new editing technique every video I made 
and over time I became good at editing! So 
be patient and try and learn something new 
every time,” said Wengie.

“When one puts themselves out there, they 
could potentially face criticism or receive 
some not very nice comments. Bullying has 
been a huge issue in today’s world with social 
media,” but Wengie does not let those kinds of 
things bother her in any sort of way.

“If you’re putting yourself out there there’s no 
way to escape negative comments! It’s 
completely natural for people to not agree 
with your point of view and I always believe 
sometimes it’s better to agree than to 
disagree. They can have their opinion, but it 
doesn’t need to affect my life! It’s best also not 
to pay attention to them because sometimes 
they just are doing it to get a reaction, so 
I usually don’t give them much attention unless 
I feel it’s constructive and I could grow from it,” 
said Wengie.

 
Nothing can stop Wengie at the height of her 
career. The Australian native is nearly unstop-
pable with the release of her latest pop single 
and music video, “Cake” and The Create Your 
Summer Tour under her belt. It is very exciting 
to see this shooting star rise to the top. Her 
journey to this point in her career is inspiring for 
all young people who have a dream of 
becoming somebody. It takes hard work, 
dedication, and time. Wengie is a prime 
example of those things and it shows.

“Cake” is currently available on all streaming 
platforms and for additional information on 
The Create Your Summer Tour which has 
already concluded visit 
createyoursummertour.com

Visit Wengie’s website: 
wengie.com

Subscribe to Wengie’s YouTube 
Channel: 

youtube.com/wengie 

Instagram: 
@wengie

Twitter: 
@wengie

Facebook: 
facebook.com/wwwengie
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Shoes: Badgley Mischka (black bootie)
Dress: Badgley Mischka (Sequin)
Necklace/Rings: Majestueux LA
Belt: Dsquared2
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Shoes: Steve Madden
Top/Pants: Aya by DK
Jacket: Chanel (Red)

Shoes: Steve Madden
Top/Pants: Aya by DK
Jacket: Ott Dubai
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PERRY
WHITE
Creative Direction: Andrew C. Irving
@andrewcirving
Photographer: Reese Sherman
@r.sherman_photography
Clothing: Perry White
@mrperrywhite
Styling: Marc Littlejohn
@marclittlejohn
Model: Andrew C. Irving
@andrewcirving
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total beauty
hydration
powerful vitamins and xanthones 
promote health and wellness
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Monica H. San Miguel Sokolovskiy 
Food & Health Visionary 

Digital Innovator Founder & CEO. Author 

We Are HueTrition, LLC. 
A Digital Health & Wellness company with numerous programs. We would like to 
make healthy nutrition FUN and SIMPLE. We promote social well-being by work-
ing with major strategic brand partners such as Whole Foods, Amazon, Dole, and  
NutriBullet, among others. HueTrition has been featured on USA Today Media 
Planet, and our E-book has been featured on Times Square in NYC! 
Our Vision is to foster a balanced, active, and healthy lifestyle that includes a 
daily variety of colorful fruits and vegetables, hence the name “Hue”Trition.
Our philosophy is simple: Food as Fuel to Color Your World. Natural, colorful, 
filling half of your plate with fruits and vegetables and fresh & simple ingredients! 
Real food! 

Our Mission is to create a grassroots movement and a nourishing community that 
serves as the go-to well- being resource, encouraging joint life-long consumption 
of colorful fruits and vegetables, physical activity, and a balanced lifestyle. 
For us, that’s just the tip of the iceberg. We have a successful and growing 
HueTube channel that hundreds of people reference for healthy tips, fun ideas, 
and live vlogs of where to get the most colorful food! 
After 18+ years of corporate marketing leadership building multi- billion-
dollar brands, Monica, our founder, stepped away from the corporate scene 
to create HueTrition, a new-age Marketing Technology company. Monica is a 
proven brand builder and food industry business leader. Strategic thinker and 
pioneer with an ability to craft an inspiring vision coupled with a consistent track 
record of delivering results through cross-functional leadership, collaboration, 
team-building, and innovation. She has held a variety of leadership roles in both 
Food and Health & Wellness industries, including Customer & Integrated Market-
ing, Brand Management, Foodservice Marketing, Global Innovation & Bet-
ter- For-You New Product Development, P&L Management, Digital Marketing & 
Strategy, Content, Social Media & E-commerce, Analytics, and Digital Customer 
Engagement Platforms. 

She is also a nutrition and wellness expert, an author as well as a food industry 
and digital visionary, driven to spread the word about healthy eating. A lifelong 
athlete, she played tennis at both the collegiate and professional levels, earning 
a full athletic scholarship to Texas A&M University to earn her nutritional science 
degree. She then earned her MBA in Marketing and completed Ph.D. 
coursework in Healthcare Marketing. She is an entrepreneur with a mission to cre-

ate a HueMovement to encourage people to lead a healthy, colorful lifestyle. 
As a result, she and her team developed HueTrition and its brands: HuePets, 
HueChef, HueDietitian, HueAmbassador, and now HueTracker. HueTrition has a 
trailblazing Board of Experts & team including an a first-in class marketing and 
technology team as well as an executive chef, attending physician, and dieti-
tians. To learn more, please visit HueTrition.com 

Marketing Technology & Leadership Highlights 
In October of 2017, we launched our debut program, HuePets, with the Food & 
Nutrition Conference in Chicago with over 13,000 dietitians. HuePets is a free 
program for families that consists of a game-like mobile app for kids and a 
website for parents that makes it fun for kids to eat healthy and try new things! 
Kids scan their food in real life and feed their HuePet. With a balanced diet of 
colorful fruits and vegetables, they watch their HuePet grow into a HueMaster 
and collect real life rewards set up by their parents. Together with Amazon, we 
set up a rewards program that allows parents to insert toys/games/clothing right 
from Amazon as a reward for eating a balanced diet. 

HueTrition has another exciting health and wellness program in app form, 
HueTracker, set to release by July 2019, with other features to be added by 
January 2020, including access to medical professionals, dietitians, chefs, health 
coaches, and personal trainers. HueTracker is the first of its kind app that not 
only makes it easy to track your water, calories, exercise, protein, but also your 
colorful intake of fruits and vegetables as well! What is different about our mobile 
app is the Gamification of Health &Wellness- you will get a digital companion, 
Huey, that helps and encourages you to reach and maintain your goals, as well 
as access to our experts! You can access it from your mobile or on your desktop 
as well!  With HueTracker, you can easily set, track, and accomplish your health 
and wellness goals! It’s great & fun for people of all ages! Whether you are try-
ing to lead a healthier lifestyle or doing the plant-based thing, HueTracker is for 
everyone and we need your help to make sure everyone has access to it! We 
are at 24% percent of our crowdfunding goal of $48,000 with only 25 days to go 
to  create another successful health and wellness resource by HueTrition! Will you 
please help us? Pledge here:  http://kck.st/2K8UPsR

Click here to watch and subscribe to our #HueTube channel for fun and simple 
healthy tips: https://lnkd.in/dS8Bg5M

Healthy tips and our HueApproved product reviews. HueApproved.com.
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Chef Adrianne Calvo:

Maximum
Flavor Boss

Most people want to be the boss. It is natural to want 
to be in control and to reap the benefits of your 
labor someday down the line. People like the idea 
of building something from the ground up, only 
to appreciate how far it has come as they 
admire their empire years later. Unfortunately, 
most people aren't willing to do what it takes to 
be the boss.

Chef Adrianne Calvo is not one of those people. 

She opened Chef Adrianne's Vineyard 
Restaurant and Wine Bar in 2007, at just 22 
years old. She had recently finished her studies 
at the College of Culinary Arts at Johnson & 
Wales University, and decided to test her skills in 
the restaurant business. Normally, as a young 
female restaurateur opening a fine dining spot, 
this would spell doom in the highly-competitive 
South Florida food market. What's more, Chef 
Adrianne's opened in a Miami suburb not exactly 
known for its touristy appeal. As she puts it...

"In culinary school, we were taught 'Location! 
Location! Location!' But I learned that people will 
drive for great food almost anywhere. They will 
go to the 'cool', 'see and be seen' spots once, but 
if the food isn't good they will not return."

Fast forward to 2018, and Chef Adrianne and 

Sheehan Planas-Arteaga
Freelance Journalist

her restaurant have piled on a slew of awards 
and recognitions, with no sign of slowing down. 
Patrons regularly travel from far and wide, 
including myself, to experience what many have 
called the finest restaurant in all of Miami. This 
has helped Chef Adrianne become a force in the 
food industry as a celebrity chef with a huge and 
rapidly-growing fan base. Her businesses now 
include both her restaurant and Cracked, one of 
the most successful new food trucks in South 
Florida. Additionally, she has authored four 
cookbooks, with a fifth, The A-List, currently in 
production. Huge companies have taken notice 
of her success, as she currently endorses 
Reebok, Diamond Resorts, and Sprint, 
to name a few. 

Throughout her illustrious career, 
Chef Adrianne has never shied 
away from leading by 
example. To this day, 

you can still find her on the line at her 
restaurant, creating some of her most famous 
dishes using her signature Maximum Flavor 
style. Regardless of how successful she has 
become as an entrepreneur, she is not above 
putting in the work herself to ensure that her 
sterling reputation stays intact. There is no 
telling the peaks the Chef Adrianne will one day 
reach. One thing is for sure, however.

A boss like her will always put in the work. 

Click here to learn more about Chef Adrianne 
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WHO ARE WE?  
Diverge is an imprint that curates creative projects in various industries. From artist management and record label 
services to fashion lines and photography, our vision is to form a cultural collective by giving creatives a platform to 
connect, share and release their passion. Bonding and collaborating with outlets like 360 MAGAZINE gives us fantastic 
opportunities to share our ideology with wider audiences.  

DIVERGE CULTURE  

Diverge Culture is our fashion brand, which expresses our vision through apparel. The essence of our pieces lies in 
simplicity and functionality, while at the same time, giving people the chance to express their support for our work 
and their membership our clan. At Diverge Culture we make unisex shirts, bomber jackets, and Diverge art jackets. 
Work with us! Share your music, fashion & photography skills and join our vision. Send your work to  
create@divergeculture.com!  

Diverge screams creativity, which is what our clothing is all about. Every new member to our family means the world 
to us and we are grateful for every bit of love we receive. It would be an honour to work with you on our next big step 
towards spreading the cult around the globe!  
  

To join our Diverge family, use code: [DIV360] for a 10% discount. 
You can learn more about Diverge  on 

www.divergeculture.com
www.divergerecords.com

www.diverge.management.com
https://www.instagram.com/divergerecords/ 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNrHoCwHxi0&authuser=0
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CHATTANOOGA

CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 
Krishan Narsinghani x Vaughn Lowery 

With breathtaking views, historic caves, and 
a landscape of bright green wisps, Rock City 
Gardens in Chattanooga, Tennessee awed 360 
Magazine’s Food & Travel team the first day of 
their grand expedition. Let’s rewind to earlier 
that morning which commenced with a 
heavenly breakfast and tour at the Tennessee 
Aquarium, veterans of preservation and 
research thanks to their famous conservation 
institute. Grossing more than $115 million for the 
city is a lump sum amount that has helped 
propel Chattanooga’s economic growth. Six 
miles from downtown, world travelers will spot 
roaring waterfalls that encapsulate with their 
bliss. These are only to be found at Rock City 
Gardens, a must-see hotspot annually visited by 
over half-million tourists around the world. Next 
stop was a tour of Ruby Falls, a purple-lit 

waterfall hidden more than 1,120 feet below the 
surface of Lookout Mountain. This attraction gets 
its name after the wife of Leo Lambert, an 
excavator leader back in the late 1920s. 

Don’t think the falls are done yet! Throughout 
the trip, visitors will discover the immense beauty 
within the nature surrounding the city. For 
example, visit Foster Falls to explore intricate 
rock formations, trek across wooden bridges, 
and hike around the mighty fall. One may 
wonder how to cover the 143 miles of 
Chattanooga all by foot in only a few days. 
Get off your feet with a Segway Tour and 
discover the city’s hottest attractions - The 
Dome Building, Tivoli Theatre, Ross’s Landing, 
Miller Plaza, Warehouse Row, Urban Stack, and 
the Chattanooga Choo-Choo. Stop by High 
Point Climbing who endorse indoor and out-
door activities for climbers of all ages. Whether 
you call it the “Country’s Climbing Gym” or the 
“Country’s Coolest Gym,” this state-of-the-art 
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facility has 30,000 sq. ft. of climbing surface as 
well as two 15-meter speed climbing walls. 

Celebrating over fifty years of business, Jim 
Oliver’s Smoke House is a major tourist 
attraction. The business started with two 
employees, six counter stools, a jukebox, a 
pinball machine, and a parking lot that served 
as the dining room and fist fight brawling area. 
Today, more than 2,000,000 guests have come 
through the doors of Jim’s family owned 
barbecue restaurant and lodge. The Olivers 
offer Motels and Hideaway Cabins as well as 
free recreation for their residents. Recreation 
includes basketball courts, a mountain goat trail, 
picnic areas, a fishing lake, and children’s 
playground. 

The whole experience behind Jim Oliver’s Smoke 
House is magical. Live music accompanied the 
360 team at dinner as they feasted on succulent 
burnt ends, tasty ribs, and ended the meal with 
homemade ice cream and warm drizzled fudge. 
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The good times don’t stop when you are having 

#ChattanoogaFun 
 

CHATTANOOGAFUN.COM 



SOUTH AFRICA
by Chris Phan, Krishan Narsinghani × Vaughn Lowery

R
ecently, 360 Magazine traveled 
to South Africa during one of 
the largest travel conventions 
on the continent. One hundred 
journalists from Northern Ameri-
ca joined Indaba Media in 

celebration of Nelson Mandela’s 100th 
birthday.Nelson Mandela is respected as 
the “Father of the Nation.” He was an 
anti-apartheid revolutionary, political 
leader and philanthropist, who served as 
President from 1994 to 1999. 

Mandela also served as the President of 

the African National Congress (ANC) 
party from 1991 to 1997. Mandela was 
the country’s first black head of state and 
the first elected in a fully representative 
democratic election. His vision was to 
dismantle apartheid (a system of 
segregation based on race) by tackling 
discrimination and fostering 
reconciliation. Mandela looked ahead 
and realized the law must change in 
order for a better future. Twenty-four 
years after the corrupt system was 
terminated, South Africa has been in 
overdrive to establish a firm democracy.
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The Whisky Live Festival and South African 
Cheese Festival are two major events - just to 
name a few.

Human rights were another important topic 
discussed at the convention. The South African 
people continue to exuberate equality and fair-
ness along with an effort to amend the ways in 
which the LGBT and minority communities are 
treated while traveling (https://bit.ly/2NbiZFa).
As the evening winded down, an opportunity for 
networking commenced. Soon after, journalists 
engaged in conversation while devouring 
traditional eats coupled with a small beer/
wine reception followed by a brief 
fashion presentation.

On day two of Indaba, Durban Tourism 
celebrated a dinner cruise on La Vue 
Floating Restaurant (http://www.la-vue.co.za). 
The 85-foot luxury catamaran 
(200-person capacity) features two amazing 
decks, two full bars and a dance floor. Cozy with 
great cocktails - it’s perfect for groups.

T
he great city of Durban took the 360 
team by storm with Indaba (https://www.
indaba-southafrica.co.za/) - a meet and 
greet of media and travel agents to ex-
press their views and attractions on what 
the city and South Africa has to offer.

Day one of the Indaba Convention, journalists 
met at the Maharani Hotel for an opening 
ceremony. Later, trade show floor booths 
opened for business at the Durban International 
Convention Center in addition to presentations 
from various industry professionals. During the 
press conference, it was said that that the trip’s 
airline, British Airways 
(https://www.britishairways.com/) would now of-
fer direct non-stop flights between Heathrow Air-
port and Durban. Indaba also touched on other 
tourist attractions. South Africa offers an 
unbelievable amount of restaurants, markets, 
bars and lounges, but take pride that they 
surpass expectations in their food & drink 
festivals (https://bit.ly/2MFWOtZ). 

INDABA CONVENTION
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D
urban’s population is just over 
595,000. The metropolitan area has 
a population of over 3.8 million and 
is known for its golden beaches, 
relaxed surf culture and vibrant 
culinary scene (some of the best 

spicy curry dishes said to rival India’s). Culture 
stems from a blend of Zulu, Indian, European and 
remnants of British roots that make up the city’s 
diverse heritage. South Africa’s Station 
Drive Precinct (https://m.facebook.com/
stationdriveprecinct), once a rundown 
warehouse district has been transformed to a 
major tourist attraction with exceptional fine 
dining, drinking and shopping. Thanks to a 
collaborative group of artistic individuals, 
businesses range from homegrown distilleries and 
breweries to local art galleries. I Heart Market 
(https://www.iheartmarket.com/) is a food and 
design market held on the first Saturday of each 
month. Presented with locally produced goods 
and artisanal creations such as ceramics, 
crochet toys and original prints - shoppers will not 
be disappointed. Nearby tourists can partake in 
an exquisite gin tasting at Distillery 031 along with 
lunch at Lion’s Match Factory.

The feasting does not stop there - Durban’s own, 
House of Curries restaurant, 
(https://www.dining-out.co.za/md/House-of-
Curries/3773) blends bold Indian spices and 
flavors for extravagant curry dishes. House of 
Curries has been a staple on the Florida Road 

strip since 1999 and a perfect attraction for 
relaxation on their patio deck.

Much like a market, Durban’s BAT Centre is a 
place where local artists and crafters work 
on-site, exhibiting and selling their works in a 
vibrant complex. This nonprofit arts center is 
dedicated to the preservation, promotion and 
celebration of the visual arts, crafts, music, 
dance and literature of the Province.
Street art has found new life in redevelopment 
projects across various neighborhoods. These 
street artists were inspired by their surroundings 
with many exploring themes of politics and 
nature, all whilst using their work for 
social activism.

Travelers in search of nighttime adventures can 
visit Cubana Havana, a popular cigar/hookah 
lounge featuring handcrafted cocktails as well 
as a simple menu located on the highly revered 
Florida Road. Tourists shouldn’t miss 
Mahatma Gandhi Road in downtown Durban 
for an evening of fine music at a world-class 
Jazz bar known as The Chairman (http://www.
thechairmanlive.com/phone/index.html). Not 
only is there an assortment of signature cocktails 
and cigars, but also a gallery and sophisticated 
atmosphere that believes in justice for all.
Fun fact. Over 85% of all BMW 3 Series vehicles 
are produced at the Rosslyn plant just outside 
of Durban and are shipped to various markets 
worldwide, including the USA, Taiwan, Japan, 
Singapore, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Australia, 
Sub-Saharan Africa and Canada.

DURBAN

T
he expedition kicked off in Johannesburg 
aka “Joburg,” (approximately 8 million in 
population and largest city in the 
country), the epicenter of South Africa 
who’s currently in a state of revival. The 
team then headed to Nelson 

Mandela Square, a must-see tourist spot. The 
campus includes the DaVinci Hotel 
(http://www.legacyhotels.co.za/hotels/davinci-
hotel-and-suites), indoor and outdoor shopping 
malls, upscale boutiques, a movie theatre, 
grocery stores, restaurants/bars and a casino.
In order to achieve a local feel, stop by 
Neighborgoods Market (http://www.neigh-
bourgoodsmarket.co.za) for purchases of South 
African eats and assorted libations distributed 
from multiple vendors. The following day we 
departed for Constitution Hill and embarked on 
a full tour of the visitor’s center. Constitution Hill 
was a former fort site transformed into a prison. 
“The Robben Island of Johannesburg” included 
notable prisoners Mahatma Gandhi, Joe Slovo, 
Bram Fischer and Nelson Mandela. Mandela was 
imprisoned for more than twenty years at this 
location. “As an African American being able 
to stand inside the actual cell of Mandela was 
life-changing. The dark, ominous confined space 
gave me a newfound appreciation of what it 

means to be free. No human should ever have 
to endure such injustice because they yearn for 
social equality and justice for all,” says Lowery, 
President of 360 Magazine.

Lunch at Lebo’s Backpackers Outdoor 
Restaurant was set outside in various cabanas at 
a local Soweto hostel within its community park 
followed by the Soweto Tuk Tuk Tour. The team 
enjoyed riding in these three-wheeled taxis, while 
sipping on craft beers and witnessing the city’s 
rich history. Stops included Vilakazi Street, where 
Nelson Mandela’s house still stands, as well as 
Hector Peterson Memorial.

Art lovers be sure to drop by CIRCA Gallery 
which stands beside Everard Read 
headquarters (https://www.everard-read.co.za), 
parading some of the most important 
contemporary art collections from around the 
world.With regards to nightlife, music lovers can 
head to Taboo Night Club (https://www.
facebook.com/TabooJHB/) and News Café 
(http://www.newscafe.co.za) to discover local 
and international DJ’s. News Cafe combines its 
food, services and venue into a coffee bar, 
cocktail bar, restaurant and entertainment 
venue all-in-one. It’s the perfect destination for 
relaxation or clubbing with a modern aesthetic.

JOHANNESBURG
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F
rom Johannesburg, the voyage shifted to 
Cape Town, a world renown 
entertainment and prestigious modeling 
hub for some of the industries top talents. 
With just under 4 million in population, it’s 
considered the second most populous 

city in South Africa. The group checked in at The 
Table Bay Hotel (https://www.suninternational.
com/table-bay) and visited Nobel Square for 
a photo opportunity followed by lunch at V&A 
Waterfront’s The Yard Restaurant. Just adjacent 
in the Silo District is the highly acclaimed Zeitz 
Mocaa Museum (https://www.instagram.com/
zeitzmocaa). It exhibits twenty-first century 
contemporary art from Africa and its Diaspora 
with over 100 galleries throughout 9 floors, 
showcasing art from still photography to moving 
art installations.

Our local guide incorporated “Footsteps to 
Freedom” walking tour “Mandela in Cape Town: 
From Prisoner to President.” Dinner at the Crypt 
Jazz Club was a personal favorite from the team 
as they feasted into the night while being 

enamored by some of the nation’s most prolific 
local musicians.

Table Mountain’s Cable Car Ride (https://www.
tablemountain.net) offers 360 degree
spectacular views of the coastal town while 
being hoisted to the top. At the summit, clouds 
draped the surrounding view while journal-
ists snapped selfies for Instagram. On the other 
hand, if winds are too strong for the cable ride, 
adventurers can hike alongside of the mountains 
during park hours to witness this landmark 
backdrop engulfed by condensation - similar 
in type to dry ice in a bucket. Just below, you 
can take in Bo-Kaap township, an area filled 
with colorful homes and cobblestone roads. 
Subsequently, lunch was served by famed chef 
Abigail Mbalo (from MasterChef South Africa) 
at 4ROOMED Ekasi Culture. She’s widely known 
to take indigenous delights and fuse them into 
gourmet bites fit for the Food Network. The day 
ended with a night of laughter at the Cape 
Town Comedy Club, a must-visit for all who enjoy 
pizzas infused with locally sourced ingredients 
coupled with a barrel of laughs.

CAPE TOWN
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A
t Port Elizabeth, history unfolded. In 
1820, it was established to house 
British settlers and boasts a 
population of 1.3 million, as it’s now 
a part of the newly formed Nelson 
Mandela Bay. This Vegas-style 

resort town is home to Sun International’s The 
Boardwalk Hotel (https://www.suninternational.
com/boardwalk/) that includes tons of shops, 
eateries, bars and casinos within walking 
distance. Named The Public Art City Tour: Route 
67, stops included a visit to Voting Line Sculpture 
and Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art Museum. 
Lastly, dinner at Asada/Fushin was a meal to 

remember. The restaurant fabricates South 
African fusion flare with scrumptious fresh 
seafood and sushi.

Within two weeks, we received a first-hand 
account of the history and culture behind 
Nelson Mandela and his legacy in South Africa. 
With an intricate four major city tour, we were 
able to experience an amazing arts and 
culinary scene in the ever-changing country of 
South Africa. Given the plethora of outdoor 
activities, architectural gems, gorgeous 
landscapes and tender-hearted people, this 
destination should be at the top of everyone’s 
bucket list if it’s not already.

PORT ELIZABETH
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T
he 2018 Camaro 2SS defines the modern-day muscle car. It 
thrusts power with a new focus on aerodynamics and 
handling. Its overstated presence remains true, but with en-
hanced design features - it has the auto 
world watching.

The vehicle features the 1LE track package finished in a silver 
ice metallic coating with a prominent front grille ending at a point. It 
sports a sleek black mesh grille and vents that are 
strategically positioned on the hood to enhance the breathing and 
cooling mechanisms. The stance is wide and athletic, thanks to the 
20” forged aluminum wheels, in combination with aggressive sized 
fenders for increased handling capabilities.Let’s our attention to the 
rear of the vehicle. The taillights are streamlined to accent the 
masculine contours and racing additions. This includes a black 
finished spoiler and chrome polished quad pipes that sing the sweet 
melody of a manually shifted 6.2-liter V8 putting down 455HP to 
the crank. 

As of late, 360 MAGAZINE had the opportunity to pilot the Chevy on 
a variety of escapades around Los Angeles county. To begin, the 
team traveled to the first annual Brunch Life Festival in Long Beach. 
The fest featured a variety of different restaurants from Long Beach, 
Orange County and LA serving anything from gourmet burgers to 
delectable desserts. 

At Sneaker Con LA held in Anaheim, 360 had the pleasure of 
interviewing the design manager for Global Chevrolet Color and 
Trim, Brett Golliff. Sneaker Con was the perfect location to meet Brett 
as his love for sneakers and street wear is unparalleled - a passion 
that has blossomed since 1993. Before his career at Chevrolet, Brett 
worked as a shoe designer for New Balance. His design philosophy 
is simple. “Form follows function,” said Golliff. “Successful design is 
nothing without a purpose and reason for being. It should always be 
routed in function. Once you have the function you are solving for, 
make it look beautiful.” 

Before his current role, Golliff focused on Chevrolet performance 
vehicles. His most recent work can be seen on the sixth-generation 
Chevrolet Camaro and seventh-generation Corvette, including the 
new 2019 Corvette ZR1, the most capable Corvette made to 
this date.

Driving a manual car in traffic can be frustrating, however the 
Camaro’s smooth clutch and short shifter made the repetitive shifting 

THE 2018 CAMARO 2SS 1LE 
THE MODERN-DAY MUSCLE CAR

BY VAUGHN LOWERY × ANTHONY SOVINSKY 
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in stop-and-go traffic a breeze. In addition, it is more spacious than a 
coupe, as a group of four can fit with ease. The versatility to function 
as both a pure sports vehicle and luxury vehicle make the Camaro 
an ideal commuter car.  

The Camaro 2SS’s 1LE track package will cost an additional 
$7,000USD. It highlights a variety of performance additions, includ-
ing magnetic ride control, beefed up 20” wheels (Summer tires only), 
Recaro performance front bucket seats, electronic limited slip 
differential, dual mode performance exhaust, suede finished flat 
bottom sport steering wheel and shift knob, satin black blade spoil, 
satin black hood wrap, satin black front splitter and Brembo 
performance brakes with red calipers - talk about bang for 
your buck.

With no access to a track, the trip shifted to a driving hotspot, 
Mulholland drive - a road which can expose the inadequacy in 
handling with some of the most elite vehicles in production. When 
put to the test, the beauty performed as intended, handling narrow 
twists and turns of the canyon with grace. Thanks to magnetic ride 
control, body roll is virtually absent staying extremely flat in back-to-
back turns almost as if it was riding on rails - a feeling usually 
experienced in its European counterpart.  Moreover, with the rev 
matching feature activated, the 6.2L V8 will keep power consistent 
when down shifting heading into a turn that provides more 
acceleration and traction while exiting. This is a neat feature for 
those who have not yet learned the intricacies of a manually shifted 
vehicle, making it enjoyable for even the novice enthusiast. 

The interior is simple, allowing the driver to focus on what really 
matters - the road. It features a Chevrolet Mylink audio system with 
navigation ($495USD) on an 8-inch diagonal touch screen that is also 
compatible with Apple Car Play and Android Drive. Furthermore, one 
can opt for the performance data and video recorder ($1300USD) 
that can record several metrics and provide feedback on the 
driver’s performance. 

Valued at $42,000USD for the base model and an additional 
$7,000USD for the 1LE track package plus extra features available 
upon request, the total comes to a modest $51,790USD for a 
full-blown track super star. The noteworthy 2018 Camaro is a steal for 
anyone looking to acquire an entry level sport vehicle.

https://www.chevrolet.com/camaro-sports-car/1le-packages fo
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DEDACS™

“SET YOUR OWN PARADIGM.”
Our new collection entitled, “D#D@C$,” exudes authenticity and edge. 

This delivery will showcase what DEDACS represents - 
uniqueness in style and fashion.

Available in yellow, blue and pink. 

Purchase shirt here: https://dedacs.com/collections/d-d-c

fifty six
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PUMP SUPREME

Go to REEBOK

R
eebok just released their latest version 

of the Pump Supreme on September 

1st. The first iteration of the shoe, the 

Reebok Pump was introduced in 1989 

and draws inspiration from the 90’s 

while featuring a clean, modern edge. 

The Pump Supreme is a modern, sophisticated 

performance shoe that features a laceless upper 

and one of Reebok’s most iconic technologies, 

The Pump, which delivers a hyper-customized fit.

The striking silhouette has quickly gained 

attention in both performance and high-end 

fashion circles, with previous iterations from 

Vetements and Opening Ceremony. With its 

clean look and innovative style, this new iteration 

of Pump Supreme features a speckled midsole 

and Flexweave technology, which add to an 

already impressive design.

Check out the product highlights here:

STYLE: Drawing inspiration from the 90’s, the Pump 

Supreme is a contemporary fusion of 

performance and lifestyle in one silhouette with 

an all-over technical knit upper that forms to the 

foot.

INNOVATION: The Pump technology design 

inflates for a custom fit, allowing the shoe to sit 

closer to the foot.

PERFORMANCE DRIVEN: The speckled midsoles, 

laceless upper and revolutionary Flexweave 

technology are combined to deliver a unique, 

customized fit that results in a shoe engineered to 

perform as you train for your next competition.



THINK FUN
More color, more fun, more fantasy. 
Think Fun fully embraces the DNA of 
Swatch, where colors, shapes and 
stripes explode into vibrant designs.

www.swatch.com/en_us/



Create a bold and risqué 
statement in Beatrice B.
Meshing together fall’s 

favorite trends such as plaid 
sets, toned-down florals, and 

earth-toned stripes this 
ready-to-wear collection of 
sophisticated and chic will 

have you mixing prints like a 
true style icon.

beatriceb.it/en-us/home
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CULLINAN
SUPREME LIBERTY

This is freedom absolute. The first all-terrain 
SUV from Rolls-Royce makes luxury off-road 

travel a reality for the first time. Pinnacle 
luxury is now effortless, everywhere. 

WWW.ROLLS-ROYCEMOTORCARS.COM/EN-US/CULLINAN.HTML


